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checking of arbitrary safety and liveness properties of systems (expressible in a temporal logic), isnow used in most software tools for concurrency [12, 20] the undecidability result would make itdi�cult to build design tools around the lossy channel system model.In this paper we consider a probabilistic version of Lossy channel systems, where the messageloss is characterized probabilistically. For such systems we show that probabilistic model-checkingproblem is decidable. Technically, we show that there is an algorithm which when given LPr} (PLCS)and � (a LTL formula) can report whether the set of execution sequences of LPr} that satisfy �has a probability 1, i.e., whether � holds of LPr} almost always. Given that the cell loss rates (i.e.,message loss rates) of communication channels in a network are readily available from vendors, theprobabilistic lossy channel system model and the attendant probabilistic model-checking algorithmcould be very useful in practise for designing, and validating, protocols that have to deal withcommunication errors.Related work: We will now draw the reader's attention to recent related work on in�nite statesystems, and to the literature on probabilistic model-checking. Lossy channel systems can bethought of as an instance of the in�nite state systems. With the success of formal methods basedtechniques for �nite state systems there has been a spate of attention lately on reasoning aboutin�nite state systems [3, 9]. However, decidable subclasses of processes communicating over un-bounded FIFO queues have been investigated for a long time [14, 11, 15, 25]. To our knowledge,there are very few results on reasoning about probabilistic in�nite state systems [18, 22]. Hart andSharir consider the satis�ability problem for two probabilistic logics, and show that one of themhas a �nite-model property. In an earlier paper [22] we considered the following problem:given a probabilistic lossy channel system LPr} , a LTL formula �, a probability p in theopen interval (0; 1), and a tolerance � > 0, is the probability with which � holds of LPr}at least p (within the tolerance of �).Our solution in [22] involved an elaborate numerical-approximation scheme to answer that question.In contrast, the algorithm for the problem considered in this paper uses graph-theoretic proper-ties of the in�nite graph (i.e., in�nite Labeled Markov chain) capturing the semantics of PLCSspeci�cations.There have been several e�orts recently on model-checking probabilistic systems [4, 6, 13, 16,17, 27]. However, all of them deal with �nite state systems. The algorithm engendered by ourdecidability result uses automata-theoretic techniques that are similar to those used by Vardi [27]and by Courcoubetis and Yannakakis [13].Outline The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the computation modelPLCS, its semantics (Labeled Markov chains), and the de�nition of Muller automata (automata-theoretic version of LTL). In Section 3 we prove certain essential properties of the Markov chainswhich form the semantics of our speci�cations, and in Sections 4 and 5 we provide the proof ofdecidability of probabilistic model-checking of PLCS speci�cations, against LTL formulae, and ouralgorithm. We conclude, in Section 6, with a discussion on the implications of our result and explainwhy probabilistic model-checking is decidable but non-probabilistic model-checking is not.2 Computational model and De�nitionsLet W (Ch;�) be the set of Ch indexed vectors over the set of strings ��. We will write w(c) todenote the string at index c. Let w[c := y] denote a vector of strings identical to w except at c,where it is y. A vector of empty strings and an empty string will both be written as "; which of the2



two is intended should be clear from the context. Let Comm(Ch;�) = fc?�; c!�jc 2 Ch; � 2 �gbe the set of receive and send commands over the channel set Ch and the set of message types �.De�nition 2.1 A lossy channel system is a structure of the form L = (S;Ch;�; Act; ,!; s0) where� S is a �nite set of control states,� Ch is a �nite set of channels,� � is a �nite set of message types,� Act is a �nite set of actions which includes � as the special silent action.� ,!� S � Comm(Ch;�)� Act � S is the transition relation. An instance of the transitionrelation would be written as s c?�;�,! s0.� s0 2 S is the start state.De�nition 2.2 Given a Lossy channel system L = (S;Ch;�; Act; ,!; s0) de�ne the labeled transi-tion system of L as L(L) = (�;�!; hs0; "i)where� � � S �W (Ch;�) is a (possibly in�nite) set of states of the labeled transition system,� hs0; "i 2 � is the start state of the system, and� �!� �� Act� � is the transition relation.� and �! are inductively de�ned (as the least sets) satisfying the following rules.{ if  = hs; w[c := �x]i 2 � and s c?�;�,! s0 then hs0; w[c := x]i 2 � and hs; w[c := �x]i ��!hs0; w[c := x]i. This instance of �! captures the act of receiving a message.{ if  = hs; wi 2 � and s c!�;�,! s0 then hs; w[c := w(c)�]i 2 � and hs; wi ��! hs0; w[c :=w(c)�i. This instance captures the act of sending a message.{ if hs; w[c := x�y]i 2 � then hs; w[c := xy]i 2 � and hs; w[c := x�y]i ��! hs; w[c := xy]i.This instance of the transition relation denotes the silent action of losing a message.Note that the system does not change state during a message loss.Given a Lossy channel system L, an execution sequence of L is a path through the labeledtransition system of L starting from hs0; "i; it is written in the form � = hs0; "i �0�! hs1; w1i �1�! : : :.The trace of such an execution sequence is the sequence of non-� actions in an execution sequence,and is de�ned by the homomorphism induced by the map tr(�) = � " � = �� otherwiseSince message losses do not happen arbitrarily, and can generally be quanti�ed probabilistically,we now introduce the notion of a Probabilistic lossy channel system.De�nition 2.3 A Probabilistic lossy channel system LPr} = (L;Pr;}) where L is a lossy channelsystem, } 2 (0; 1) captures the probability of message loss in any state, and Pr : (,!) ! (0; 1]assigns a (relative) probability to the transitions of the system. We will write s c?�;�,! p s0 instead ofPr(s c?�;�,! s0) = p. 3



Consider a state hs; wi. We will say that a transition s c?�;�,! s0 is enabled in state hs; wi providedw = w0[c := �x] for some x and w0. An output transition (of the form s c!�;�,! s0) is always enabledin hs; wi for all w. De�ne R, the total relative probability, of a state as follows:R(hs; wi) = �fpjs c!�;�,! p s0 is enabled in hs; wig+ �fpjs c?�;�,! p s0 is enabled in hs; wigGiven a probabilistic lossy channel system LPr} its semantics, a labeled Markov chain, based onL(L), is de�ned as follows:De�nition 2.4 Let LPr} be a Probabilistic lossy channel system, and let L(L) = (�;�!; hs0; "i).Then M(LPr} ) = (L(L);P ), where P : (�!) ! (0; 1] assigns a probability to the transitions of thelabeled transition system L(L). The probability distribution function is de�ned as follows (note: itdistributes 1�} among non-lossy transitions enabled at a state and } among the lossy transitions):P (hs; wi ��! hs0; w0i) = 8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>: }jwj + (1�})�pR(hs;wi) if s c?�;�,! p s0; w = w0[c := �w0(c)]; � = �; s = s0(1�})�pR(hs;wi) if s c?�;�,! p s0; w = w0[c := �w0(c)]; (� 6= �; or s 6= s0)(1�})�pR(hs;wi) if s c!�;�,! p s0; w0 = w[c := w0(c)�]pR(hs;wi) if s c!�;�,! s0; w = " and w0 = "[c := �]}jwj otherwiseWe will write hs; wi ��!p hs0; w0i instead of P (hs; wi ��! hs0; w0i) = p.The probabilities arising in Markov chains are explained with reference to a measure space,de�ned as follows:De�nition 2.5 ([23, 27]) Given a labeled Markov chain M(LPr} ) = (L(L);�) de�ne a measurespace S(M(LPr} ))) = (
; F ; �), for assigning probabilities, where� 
 is the set of all in�nite execution sequences of L starting at 0,� F is a Borel �eld generated from the basic cylindric setsF(0 �1�! 1 �1�! : : : n) = f� 2 
j� = 0 �1�! 1 �2�! : : : n : : :g� � is a probability function de�ned by�(F(0 �1�! 1 : : : �n�! n)) = p1 � p2 � : : : pnwhere 0 �1�!p1 1 �2�!p2 : : :n.We will implicitly assume that any �nite execution sequence terminating in a dead state is extendedto an in�nite execution sequence by adding a sink state, as it customarily done in Markov chainliterature.Automaton characterization of Linear Temporal Logic Given that we propose to useautomata-theoretic techniques for model-checking we will make use of the following known facts:� The set of sequences (or models) that satisfy a Linear temporal logic formula are describableby non-deterministic B�uchi automaton, a certain kind of �nite automata on in�nite words [5,26], and 4



� Non-deterministic B�uchi automata are equivalent in expressive power to Deterministic Mullerautomata and there exist e�ective translations between the two classes of automata [26].Furthermore, there is an e�ective translation from LTL to deterministic Mueller automaton.Consequently, in the rest of this paper we will concentrate on (Deterministic) Muller automata.Formally, we have:De�nition 2.6 A Muller automaton is a tuple B = (T; q0; F ) where:� T = (�; Q;�) is a table where (q 2)Q is a set of states, � is the alphabet, which does notcontain � , and � : Q� �! Q is the transition function,� F � 2Q is a set of sets of accepting states.Given an in�nite word � = �0�1; : : : 2 �! a run of the automata B on � is the in�nite sequenceof states r = q0q1 : : : such that qi+1 = �(qi; �i) for i � 0. Let inf(r) be the set of states that appearin�nitely often in r. B accepts an in�nite word � i� the run, r, of B on � satis�es the constraintsthat inf(r) 2 F . Let Lang(B) be the set of all in�nite words accepted by an automaton B.We will consider a Muller automaton B to be complete provided its transition function � istotal - i.e., at every state of the automaton there is transition for each � 2 �. Note that for everyMuller automaton B there is a complete Muller automaton B̂ such that the languages they acceptare the same. B̂ can be constructed from B by adding a dead state ? and de�ning �B̂(q; �) =?provided �B(q; �) is not de�ned, and �B̂(?; �) =?. In the rest of the paper when we specify Bwe implicitly use B̂.Satisfaction and its probability Consider a lossy channel system L. An execution sequence �in L(L) satis�es a Muller automaton B provided tr(�) 2 Lang(B). This de�nition applies equallywell to probabilistic lossy channel systems. Consequently, given a Probabilistic lossy channel systemLPr} and a Muller automaton B, de�ne the probability of satisfaction as�(LPr} ; B) = �(f� j � is an execution sequence in M(LPr} ) and tr(�) 2 Lang(B)g):The problem we shall solve is, therefore, the following:Given a probabilistic channel system LPr} and a Muller automaton B is �(LPr} ; B) = 1?3 Properties of labeled transition systemsWe will now introduce some basic facts about the states that appear in the labeled transition systemof a lossy channel system and prove properties about execution paths in the labeled transitionsystem.Let �� ����� be the partial order de�ned as x � y i� x = �0 : : :�n and y = y0�0 : : :yn�nyn+1,for some yi 2 ��; 0 � i � n+ 1. The ordering � can be lifted easily to vectors of strings W (Ch;�)and to states S �W (Ch;�) as (a) w1 � w2 i� 8c 2 Ch : w1(c) � w2(c) and (b) hs; wi � hs0; w0i i�s = s0 and w1 � w2.The ordering �� S�W (Ch;�) satis�es an important property generally referred to as Higman'sproperty, stated as follows:Theorem 3.1 (Higman [19]) In every in�nite sequence 0; 1 : : : of states there is an in�nitesubsequence i0 ; i1; : : : such that 8j : ij � ij+1 .5



Returning now to the states of the labeled transition system an important observation is thatthe set of states of any lossy channel system are downward closed, i.e.,if  2 � then 8 0 �  :  0 2 �Note that this captures the notion that a message can always be lost from any state.Given a lossy channel system L, its labeled transition system L(L) can be looked upon as adirected (labeled) graph. A strongly connected component (scc) C of L(L) is a maximal subsetof nodes (i.e., C � �) such that all nodes in C are reachable from each other. We will consideronly those sccs which are reachable from the start state. We will call an scc C a closed stronglyconnected component (cscc) provided there are no paths from a state in C to a state in � � C.The following lemma is a consequence of the above theorem.Lemma 3.1 Every cscc C of a lossy channel system is downward closed.Consider the empty bu�er states (of the form hs; "i) in a cscc C. Clearly they should bereachable from each other. More formally, we have:Lemma 3.2 Let L be a lossy channel system. Let �empty be the set of all empty bu�er states. 2 �empty \ C, for a cscc C, i�1.  is reachable from hs0; "i.2. 8 0 2 �empty \ C;  and  0 are reachable from each other.3. 8 0 2 �empty � C;  0 is not reachable from .Proof Both if and only if parts follow from the de�nition of closed strongly connected component.Since the set of empty bu�er states of LPr} is �nite and can, thus, be partitioned in only �nitelymany ways, we have the following:Lemma 3.3 The set of csccs of the labeled transition system associated with a lossy channelsystem is �nite.The previous lemma would be useless if there are no closed strongly connected components ofa system. An example where there are no closed strongly connected components is a graph where(a) each natural number is a node, and (b) there is an edge from node n to node n+ 1. However,such graphs can not arise from lossy channel systems; this is due to the fact that there will alwaysbe back edges due to message losses. To that end we now prove thatLemma 3.4 Every in�nite execution path in L(L) visits only a �nite number of sccsProof Given an in�nite execution sequence � = 01 : : : there is an in�nite subsequence of relatedstates, i.e., there is an in�nite subsequence i0i1 : : : such that 8j � 0 : ij < ii+1 and ij � ij+1 .Since there is a path in the labeled transition system from ij to ij+1 and from ij+1 to ij (bymessage losses) both of them are in the same scc. Thus all of the states in the in�nite su�x of �(starting from i0 are in the same scc). Consequently, there can only be a �nite number of sccsvisited on any in�nite execution path.Given the previous lemma we can now state (formally) that pathological cases of graphs do notarise in our context.Lemma 3.5 From every state in L(L) at least one cscc is reachable.6



Proof Assume to the contrary. Then there is an in�nite execution sequence visiting an in�nitenumber of sccs, violating the previous lemma.We will now de�ne the empty bu�er states as the representatives of csccs, and show that theycan be computed:De�nition 3.1 Given a labeled transition system L(L), of a lossy channel system L, and a csccC of L(L) de�ne rep(C) = (VC ; EC) as the representative vertices and edges of C, where VC =fs 2 Sjhs; "i 2 Cg and EC = fs c!�;�,! s0js 2 VCg [ fs c?�;�,! s0j9x : hs; w[c := �x]i ��! hs0; w[c := x]ig.That the representatives of the closed connected components can be computed follows from thedecidability of reachability problem for lossy channel systems [1], which allows one to check for anypair of states, whether one is reachable from the other.Theorem 3.2 ([1]) There is algorithm which given a lossy channel system L, and two states ;  0,can decide whether  0 is reachable from .Given this algorithm one could easily identify those subsets of empty bu�er states that formthe representatives for csccs.Theorem 3.3 There is an algorithm which given any lossy channel system L will compute therepresentatives of the csccs of L(L).3.1 Sequences visiting csccsThe main reason for identifying csccs is that they provide the basis for sets of sequences whoseprobability is non-zero.De�nition 3.2 A set of execution sequences � of L(L) is said to end in a cscc C provided thereexists a �nite sequence �0 from hs0; "i to a state hs; wi of C such that (a) hs; wi is the only statefrom C in �0 and (b) all sequences � 2 � are of the form �0�00 and all states visited on �00 are inC.Note that in the de�nition given above it is implicit that all sequences in the set share a commonpre�x. A commonly used theorem in the context of (�nite) Markov chains is that a set of sequencesthat do not visit all of the states of closed strongly connected component in�nitely often has a zeromeasure. This fact is implicitly made use of by Courcoubetis and Yannakakis [13]. However, weare dealing with in�nite state Markov chains. Fortunately, the underlying graph (i.e., the controlgraph) is �nite which provides us with a similar result.Lemma 3.6 Let � be a set sequences that end in a cscc C but do not visit a state e 2 EC in�nitelyoften. The measure of � is 0.Proof According to �nite markov chain theory a set of sequences that end in a cscc and whichdoes not visit a state in�nitely often has measure zero (as the states visited form a transient set).Since from every state hs; wi in C we can reach every other control state s0 represented in C, thecontrol component is not dependent on the bu�er content. Consequently, the result from �nite statemarkov chain theory applies to the control states of the Markov chain associated with a PLCS L.To transfer this result to edges of a PLCS L let an edge e : s c#�;�,! p s0 be given, where c#�could be either c?� of c!�. Consider a new structure (say PLCS with silent actions) L0 with theedge e replaced by edges e1 : s c#�;�,! p snew and e2 : snew �;�,!1 s0; the second edge signals no changeto the bu�er contents. A Markov chain L(L0) (very much in the spirit of De�nition 2.2) can7



be constructed. Clearly, execution sequences and basic cylindrical sets of L(L) and L(L0) are incorrespondence with each other, and so are their measures. Since edge e is absent in�nitely often ina set of sequences � of L(L) i� the control node snew is absent in�nitely often in the correspondingsequences of L(L0), we can infer that �(�) = 0.A direct implication of the lemma above is the following:Lemma 3.7 Let � be the set of all sequences, with a common pre�x, that end in a cscc C of alossy channel system L(L), such that every sequence � 2 � uses each edge e 2 EC in�nitely often.Then �(�) > 0.4 The cross productIn a manner similar to Vardi [27] and Courcoubetis and Yannakakis [13] we will take a cross-productof the control graphs of a lossy channel system and a Muller automaton, such that new automatonencodes both the sequences of the original lossy channel system and also its run on the Mullerautomaton. In particular, the product graph makes a move on both the lossy channel system andthe Muller automaton on non-� actions.De�nition 4.1 Let L = (S;Ch;�; Act; ,!; s0) and B = (T; q0; F ); where � 2 Act; and T = (Act�f�g; Q;�). De�ne L�B as a lossy channel system with the structure (ST ; Ch;�; Act; ,!T ; hs0; q0i),where the set of states ST and the transition relation ,!T are the least sets satisfying the followingconstraints:� hs0; q0i 2 ST .� If hs; qi 2 ST and s c!�;�,! s0 then hs0; qi 2 ST and hs; qi c!�;�,! T hs0; qi.� If hs; qi 2 ST and s c?�;�,! s0 then hs0; qi 2 ST and hs; qi c?�;�,! T hs0; qi.� If hs; qi 2 ST , s c!�;�,! s0, � 6= � and (q; �; q0) 2 � then hs0; q0i 2 ST and hs; qi c!�;�,! T hs0; q0i.� If hs; qi 2 ST , s c?�;�,! s0, � 6= � and (q; �; q0) 2 � then hs0; qi 2 ST and hs; qi c?�;�,! T hs0; q0i.The product machine L � B is a lossy channel system in its own right, and thus L(L � B) iswell de�ned. Consider an execution sequence of the form � = hhs0; q0i; "i �0�! hhs1; q1i; w1i �1�! : : :.The sequence captures two pieces of information: the execution � = hs0; "i �0�! hs1; w1i : : : of Land the run of tr(�) on the Muller automaton B, which is q0q1 : : :. To formally reason about theseexecution sequences de�ne the notion of projection as follows:De�nition 4.2 For every state � = hhs; qi; wi de�ne �#L = hs; wi and �#B = q. For everyexecution sequence � = hhs0; q0i; "i �0�! hhs1; q1i; w1i �1�! : : : of L � B, de�ne � #L = hs0; "i �0�!hs1; w1i : : : : �#B is de�ned similarly but with the proviso that states hhs; qi; wi in a maximal sequenceof � transitions contribute only one instance of q.The following facts follow from the de�nitions:Lemma 4.1 If hs; wi is a reachable state of L(L) then there exists a state hhs; qi; wi which isreachable in L(L �B).Proof (sketch) The statement follows by an inductive argument on the length of the executionsequence which establishes that hs; wi is a reachable state of L(L).8



Lemma 4.2 A sequence � is an execution sequence of L(L�B) i� � = �#L is an execution sequenceof L and �#B is a run of tr(�) on B.Furthermore, for every sequence �0ofL(L) there is an unique execution sequence � of L(L �B)such that �#B = �0.Proof The �rst part is obvious, and the second follows from the fact that the Muller automatonB is deterministic.5 Compatibility of csccs and the main theoremSince L � B is a lossy channel system in its own right we can talk about the csccs of L(L � B).In particular, the representatives of the csccs of L(L �B) can be easily computed. Given a csccC0 of L(L �B) the structure rep(C 0) is well de�ned. In the following we need the notion of a �nalcscc of L(L �B) being compatible with a cscc of L(L).De�nition 5.1 A cscc C 0 of L(L �B) is �nal provided its representative rep(C 0) = (VC0 ; EC0) issuch fqjhs; qi 2 VC0g is a �nal state set of the Muller automaton B.The notion of compatibility is as follows:De�nition 5.2 Let L be a lossy channel system and B be a Muller automaton. A cscc C 0 ofL(L �B) is compatible with a cscc C of L(L) provided� A node hs; qi, for some q 6=?, is in VC0 i� s is a node in VC.� An edge hs; qi c!�;�,! hs0; q0i, for some q 6=? and q0 6=?, is in EC0 i� s c!�;�,! s0 is in EC.� An edge hs; qi c?�;�,! hs0; q0i, for some q 6=? and q0 6=?, is in EC0 i� s c?�;�,! s0 is in EC.Su�ciency of compatibility Before we can show that compatibility is su�cient we provide asu�cient characterization of sequences that are accepted by the Muller automaton.Lemma 5.1 Let C be a cscc of L(L) which is compatible with a �nal cscc C 0 of L(L �B). Let �be an execution sequence of L(L) which ends in C and which takes all of the edges in EC in�nitelyoften. Then tr(�) 2 Lang(B).Proof Given that B is a deterministic, and that C and C 0 are compatible, the sequence � has aunique run r on B. Furthermore there is a unique sequence � of L(L �B) that ends in C 0 such that�#B = r and �#L = �.The set of states VC0#B = QC0 is one of the �nal state sets of B, as C 0 is a �nal cscc. Sincer = �#B and QC0 = VC0 #B we have inf(r) � QC0 . To show that tr(�) 2 Lang(B) we need todemonstrate that QC0 = inf(r). Suppose QC0 � inf(r) 6= ;. We will show that this contradicts ourassumption that � visits all edges in EC in�nitely often.Let q 2 inf(r). This implies that there is some control state hs; qi that is visited in�nitely oftenon �. Let q0 2 QC0 � inf(r). There exists a control state hs0; q0i of C 0 and hs0; q0i does not appearin�nitely often on �. But there is a path from hs; qi to hs0; q0i in the representative of the cscc C 0,rep(C 0). Let the path be hs; qi x1;�1,! hs1; q1i x2;�2,! hs2; q2i : : : xn;�n,! hs0; q0i, where xi s are of the formc?m or c!m. Wlog, we assume that all of �1; : : :�n�1 are � (if that is not the case, then pick thesmallest i � 1 such that �i 6= � , truncate the path at hsi; qii and set s0 to si and q0 to qi). Recallthat, by the de�nition of the cross product, the automaton does not change state on a � action.Thus we have q = q1 = : : : = qn�1. Since (q =)qn�1 6= q0 we have that in hsn�1; qn�1i xn;�n,! hs0; q0i,9



�n 6= � . This requires that s xn;�n,! s0 be a transition in EC . As � does not take the transitionhsn�1; qn�1i xn;�n,! hs0; q0i in�nitely often, �(= �#L) does not visit sn�1 xn;�n,! s0 in�nitely often. Thiscontradicts our assumption that � visits all the edges of EC in�nitely often. Thus there cannotexist such a q0. Therefore inf(r) = QC0 and tr(�) 2 Lang(B).We are now ready for one direction of the main theorem:Lemma 5.2 Let C be a cscc of L(L) and C 0 a �nal cscc of L(L � B) such that C and C 0 arecompatible. Then we have �(f�j� 2 Lang(B)g) > 0.Proof Consider a set of sequences � of L(L) with a common pre�x and which visit C. � canbe partitioned into �1 and �2 where �1 contains sequences that visit all of the edges in ECin�nitely often and �2 contains sequences that do not visit at least one edge of EC in�nitelyoften. Since the two sets are complementary, the measure of � is the sum of the measures of�1 and �2. By Lemma 3.7 �(�1) > 0. By Lemma 5.1 all sequences in �1 are accepting. Thus0 < �(�1) < �(f�jtr(�) 2 Lang(B)g), as needed.Necessity of compatibility Before we can get to the necessity of the notion of compatibilitywe will characterize the csccs of L � B. The following is possible because B is deterministic andis complete (i.e., every state has a transition on every action label).Lemma 5.3 If C 0 is a cscc of L �B then there is a cscc C of L such that C 0#L � C.Proof (sketch) Assume there is no cscc of L such that the required relation holds. Since C 0 isa cscc the set of states C 0#L are connected, i.e., there is a path between every pair of states in theset. Clearly, this implies that C 0#L is part a scc of L. If C 0#L is not an cscc then there is a state 2 C 0#L and  0 62 C 0#L such that there is a path from  and  0, but not the other way around.This implies that there is a state � 2 C 0 and a state �0 2 C 0 such that there is a path from � to �0,but not the other way around { a contradiction. Consequently, the projection of a cscc of L �Bis a cscc of L.Lemma 5.4 If �(f�jtr(�) 2 Lang(B)g) > 0 then there is a cscc C of L(L) which is compatiblewith a �nal cscc C 0 of L(L �B).Proof Let f�jtr(�) 2 Lang(B)g = �. Assume �(�) > 0. Every in�nite sequence has to end insome scc (by Lemma 3.4). One can write � = �cscc [�scc where �cscc is the set of sequences thatend in some cscc and �scc is the set of sequences that end in some scc (which is not closed). Since�cscc \�scc = ;, and since �(�scc) = 0 (an scc is a set of transient states of the Markov chain) wehave �(�) = �(�cscc). Since there are only a �nite number of csccs there is at least one cscc C,and a �nite pre�x �0, where �C � �cscc ends in C (note all sequences in �C have the same pre�x�0) such that �(�C) > 0.Pick a sequence � in �C that visits all of the edges of EC . Clearly, this sequence has anaccepting run on B. Consequently, there is a sequence � 2 L(L �B) such that �#L = �, �#B = rand inf(r) is a �nal state set of B. We �rst argue that � ends in a cscc (say C 0). Then we showthat C and C 0 are compatible and that C 0 is �nal.Let � be such that it ends in an scc C 0. If C 0 is not a cscc, then there must be a path froma control state hs1; q1i that appears on � to a state hs2; q2i outside the scc. Since �#L = �, wecan infer that s1 is a control state of C. As hs2; q2i lies outside C 0, there is a path from hs1; q1i tohs2; q2i but none from hs2; q2i to hs1; q1i in C 0. This implies that in C, there is a path from s1 tos2 but there is no path from s2 to s1, contradicting our assumption that C is a cscc. ThereforeC0 is a cscc. 10



From Lemma 5.3 we have VC0 #L � VC . Consider VC0 #L, the projection of control states ofC0 on C. Given that � visits all states in VC , � visits some subset of VC0 and �#L = � we haveVC � VC0#L. Thus VC = VC0#L. In very much the same manner, by considering all of the sequencesin �C that visit all of the edges in EC0 we can also show that EC = EC0#L. Thus C and C 0 arecompatible. We are now left with showing that C 0 is �nal.Consider VC0#B. Let q 2 inf(r) and q0 2 VC0#B � inf(r). Just as in the proof of Lemma 5.1, itis can be shown that this leads to a contradiction to our assumption that � visits all edges of EC .Thus there can be no such q0. We conclude that VC0#B = inf(r) and that C 0 is �nal.Main theorem Given proofs to both directions we can now infer the following:Theorem 5.1 �(f�jtr(�) 2 Lang(B)g) > 0i�there is a cscc C of L(L) which is compatible with a �nal cscc C 0 of L(L �B).The Algorithm Given the Main theorem our algorithm can now be explained as follows: givena PLCS LPr} and a Muller automaton B (a) construct the complement of B (say, neg(B)), (b)construct L � neg(B), and (c) check whether there is �nal cscc of L(L � B) which is compatiblewith a cscc of L(L). If the answer is yes then report that �(LPr} ; B) 6= 1 else report �(LPr} ; B) = 1.Clearly, the preceding algorithm terminates, and by our Main theorem it is correct. We thushave the following:Theorem 5.2 There exists an algorithm which when given an PLCS LPr} and a Muller automatonB, it can decide whether �(LPr} ; B) = 1.Corollary 5.1 There exists an algorithm which when given an PLCS LPr} and a LTL formula �it can decide whether the probability of execution sequences that satisfy � is 1.6 DiscussionThe central result of our paper is that it is possible to decide whether the set of sequences of aprobabilistic lossy channel system LPr} satisfying a LTL formula �, or a Muller automaton B�, hasprobability 1. This might be surprising given that the traditional model-checking problem for non-probabilistic Lossy channel systems is undecidable, and given that our algorithm does not dependupon the probabilities involved. Clearly, the only explanation is that the two problems are notequally powerful. To illustrate this, consider the LTL speci�cation � = :2}@s (@s is an atomicproposition that holds in s and does not hold in any s0 6= s) which is true of sequences in whichthe control state s is not visited in�nitely often. Assume that for a Probabilistic lossy channelsystem LPr} the probability of � being true is 1. Does this mean that there are no in�nite executionsequences of LPr} in which the control state s is visited in�nitely often? This is not the case. Bysaying that the probability of � is 1, we are essentially saying that there are no csccs of LPr} whichcontains a control state s. Consequently, it is possible that there is a scc C, which is not a cscc,containing the control state s; this could engender an execution sequence in which the controlstate s is visited in�nitely often. However, the measure of such sequences is 0. Consequently, ourdecidability results are not at odds with the undecidability of the Recurrent Path Problem (whichchecks whether a control state s can be visited in�nitely often) for Lossy channel systems in [2].11
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